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“O ne-to-O nc
Tutoring”

INTEEv^ hP

ALLENDALE-A* you n a y
the
Urbaa Studies
ia in the process of
developing an inter u h ip wherein
in a
to the
Institute and work in a number
o f ways for both course credit
and pay.
T i a term we have Paul
TIC *eni07, who B
10 credit hours in the
form of an urban internship. For
5 o f his credits, Reinhart n
in and atndyiau the
of. a local political
For his remaining S
credits, Reinhart is a research
aanstant working along with the
US! staff in such varied activities
as completing a report e n title d
DESIGN,
EFFECTIVENESS.
AND
INNOVATION
IN
S E V E R A L
MASS
TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS,
preparing
the
groundwork
for
a
local
conference on the o
a—jy m g an evaluation
for a special education project
for problem adolescents in the
Grand Rapids Public Schools,
and a number o f other tasks that
to conm along in the
o f a week. Reinhart is
employed an avenge o f IS hours
a week in that tetter capacity as
AD this is by way of notifying
you that the Institute is inviting
applications for mternfs) for the

Vinter and Spring terms, and
interested students and faculty
advisors are urged to contact
either the director or Professor
Williams to discuss the student's
particular interests and plans. We
are still in the process of
designing the internship, and for
that reason will be sharply
limiting the number of students
we can take. AU applicants,
r, weiU be given serious

ALLENDALE-Gne
elementary school child paired
with one high school or college
student tutor is the base of
individual attention offered in
Grand Rapids through a program
e n title d ,
“ O n e -to -O n e
Tutoring." Administered by Dr.
Donald G. Lester o f Westminster
Presbyterian Church, and Mrs.
Alice LaBour, administrative
assistant. Community Action
F ro g ra m ,
“ O n e -tc -O n e
A second matter that may be
Tutoring" is entering its fourth
yes; of vekinieer service to
of interest to students and
first-fifth
grade
elementary
faculty is our reminder that the
school students.
In s titu te
w ill
s u p p o rt
Over 3S0 volunteers from the
Urban-related research in the
city's churches, public and
amount of SS0.00 for each
private high schools, and Calvin
student project, and S2S0.00 for
and Grand Valley State CoDegea
each faculty project. Whether or
began this fall's program in Isle
not the student receives course
October. Working after school
credit for his research or project
hours in school buildings, tutors
will be up to the departments,
will continue helping in all
but tire Institute stands ready to
subjects through the second
assist not only with funds, but
w ith
technical,
academic week in May.
research advice as welL Those
Fifty-four Grand Valley S u te
interested in submitting project College students are helping in
proposals should forward them
"One-to-One Tutoring" this fad
to the USI office, together with at
Campau
and Jefferson
a description o f the undertaking Elementary Schools. The Rev.
and an estimate o f costs by
Donald Eddy, GVSC Campus
c a te g o rie s
(eg .,
copying Minister, is supervisor o f the
program at the two Grand
1 4c).
Rapids schools. Sophomore Joan
If there are any questions Moored o f Runups is student
regarding either the internship or coordinator, working with tutors
the urban research grants, please at the coHege.
feel free to call.

STUB*
by Ed
Opportunities for Foreign
study are in danger o f going
unused, according to Professor
E. L. Gearhart o f the Foreign
T h 7 * International Farm
Yowth Exchange is ottering
students a chance to study in
any one o f 35 countries. Nearly
are to be paid by
The opportunity n open u>
__#
... tot who has
fanning or 4-H experience. The
students mould spend nx
months in the foaejpi country.
Anyone
contact Profc
104 LSH

C o lle g ia t e V ets
C o n v e n tio n
LANSING-The president o f
th e
State
of
Michigan
Association
of
Collegiate
Veterans says that his group will
launch an all-out drive to gain
first class veteran status for
student veterans o f the Vietnam
War when it gathers for its
two-day S u te Convention in
East Lansing Friday, Nov. 13.
Ja c k
Wicker,
doctoral
student
at
Wayne
State
Univefwty, expects ISO student
delegates
representing
each
■iidugan campus to attend
meetings in the International
Center at
Michigan State
Univenity for discussion of
proposed legislation to help
student veterans and other
topics.
"Our group estimates that
nearly 25,000 veterans are on
Michigan campuses this year, but
more than twice that number
would be attending school if
they were financially able to,"
said Wacker.
T h e Vietnam veteran has to
spend about half o f his G.l. Bill
benefits for tuition and bcofc.
Supporting himself with what is
left is nearly impossible unless
be is living with his parents,”
added Wacker.

The
men
drafted
for
Vietnam generally come from
the lower income groups and
they d o n 't get any richer while
they are in the service, but they
see the need for hkher
education if they want to
improve their income," he said.
w Acker voiced the hope that
the November gathering would
bring the attention of the
legislature to the veterans'
plight. "We are going to begin s
campaign to get state assistance
for veterans who go to school,”
be a id .
The
State o f Michigan
Association
of
Collegiate
VCtCiMM •CprCuCnti 22 collegiate
v eteran s
organizations
in
Michigan. Delegates will hold
their opening session at 2 p.m.
Friday in the Con-Con room of
the International Center.
Speakers
from
Michigan
veterans organizations and State
officials will address Saturday's
meetings. A Saturday evening
dinner and a dance at the
Marshall Street Armory in
S-sqsqg will Conclude (he
convention.
Any interested veteral is
invited to attend the convention
according to Wacker.

" W E f iE

M i.C J E . C o n fe re n ce
ALLEN DA LE -The Michfcan
Student Council for Exceptional
Children will bold its second
annual fnP conference at Grand
Valley State CoBcge Saturday,
November
7. The all-day
p ro g ra m
of
workshops,
presentations, and discussion
sessions, will involve SCEC
members from nine Michigan
coSegtste chapters.
Jo sep h
J.
Noorlhoek,
aipermtendent
in
o f speria! education.
Kent
Intermediate
School
District, and president of the
M ic h ig a n
C o u n c il
fo r
Exceptional
ChftJren
will
present a keynote address
c o n c e rn in g
" M a n d a to ry
at I p.m.

Workshop sessions at 10:15
and 11:05 a.m. wiO include:
“ S e v e re ly
M ultiply
Handicapped," led by Lidia
Stillwell, director o f the Robert
School, West Olive; "Learning
D isab ility ,”
John
Crozter,
director o f special education and
Ben
K rill,
perceptually
handicapped classroom reach*?.
Grand Haven; and "Emotionally
Disturbed"
(leader to b e
announced).
Afternoon
d is c u s s io n
sessions at 1:40 and 2:30 p.m.
wifi take up such questions as
legislation, aex education for the
mentally handicapped, teacher
training, and the culturally
d eriv ed .
The fall conference, which
was coordinated by Deborah
O ld e n h o n se
and
S tev e
Redmond, SCEC members at
Central Michigan U a and Grand
VaBey State, will begin at 9 a n .
Other activities during the Amy
include
films, luncheon,
a general
3 p" '
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"ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE”
AN INTERVIEW WITH PROJECT REHAB
by Barrett Goodqxed
LAWTHORN: To get started,
is the history behind
Project Rehab? How did it get
started?
REHAB: Well, P rw M Rehab
started in ’68, March o f *68, and
was started by Dr. C enter
(who's a clinical psychologist in
the city here.) It was started
mainly with the idea of getting
active care for a person rather
than what is known as acute
care. This is where a person has a
certain drug problem. He has
leached a certain low, and goes

LANTHORN: What methods
do you use in rehabilitating the
people that com* here?
REHAB: Well, depending on
what type of drug they use,
they’re using when they come
in. If they’re using the soft
drugs, and by soft drugs like the
substance drugs, the glue, the
toul, and these types of things,
and they’re using marijuana,
they’re using hishish, LSD, the
psychedelic drugs, we bring
them into what is known at first
as the open group. This is

d n * s and I’m going to stop Eventually he’s evaluated and if
sleep.” “ I need methodone to
using drugs.” And if he commits he’s reached a certain m in t
work.” At irus time I can tell
himself to ibis frame of mind, where we feel he should come
him that he has been dean. He
well we move him up to “group off the methodon then he is
h a s n 't
b een
taking any
two’’ where w® ask certain de-toxified or weaned down
methodone for maybe a month,
commitments to our rules end from the drug.
maybe two months, three
guidelines. If be is willing to,
But even after that happens, months. So, this is to show that
say, stop using drugs and does as a rule we try to keep this a lot of the problem is not
stop, then he will be moved up person on plain Tang. We mix physical, it’s psychological.
to what is known as “group our methodon with Tang, and
This is more or less the two
three,” where hopefully by the when you do this the methodon methods d e use. And we try to
time he reaches “group three” » tasteless. So, when we do stress that the person must be in
he is no longer using drugs and de-toxify him, or wean him off a group and he must talk his
he now is working on problems, this drug, we let him continue to problems out. You can show
with quotes, that caused him to drink Tang for maybe a month him the reason that he has baaed
use drugs in the first place.
or so while he’s still evaluated to his addition, has based his use
Now, if he’s a hardcore drug see if he’s ready to be taken off on, m no longer valid. After a
user, and by this I mean drugs this completely.
while they begin to see this and
like morphine, haroin, codeine,
We found that a lot of a begin to try to adjust to
this type of drug, when they p e rso n ’s drug problem
is situations in life without using
come in i interview them. The psychological. At a certain time any drugs.
person is then passed on to the I will bring him into the offied
LANTHORN: Do you make
doctor, who is Dr. Meesters in
“ . . . (he average kid has been conditioned to feel that
charge of research over at
Blodgett Hospital. A social somewhere there is a pill, som e kind o f a m edication, that
history is then taken from him will take care o f a l Us.**
and we try to give him a here end tell him he’s been taken any attempts to remove some of
thorough examination. He is off of the methodon program the problems in their lives? For
then put on the methodon because we feel that he doem’t example, living conditions or
program. After that, he goes into need a drug to function now. As employment?
a group again, along tne same a rule, when this happens, I get
REHAB: We're trying to
set-up as the other group I some kind of static, or some change some conditions. But
talked about, (the one, two, kind of hassle from a guy that also, in being realistic about it,
three
g ro u p
s itu a tio n ).
says “ I need methodone to we know we can’t change all the

“We can give him rales and guidelines, but it boils down
to - he is the person that has to say, ‘I am tired o f using
drugs and I am going to stop using drugs.* **
and gets help and then mostly he
goes back out in the street. Now,
after Dr. Corster started working
with the fellows that were
recommended
by a local
minister he found that they had
medical problems along with
their drug problems. So, he
enlisted
the aid of Dr.
Matemowski, who’s an allergist
in E.S.R. to work along with
him. After working with these
fellows they wanted to know if
they had friends that were also
addicted and if so would they
please bring them in so they
could talk with them. And the
group, over a month’s time, grew
from the two fellows to between
sixty to eighty people that
voluntarily came in and asked
for help.
In February of ’69 they hired
Dick Gillmore to try to
coordinate or bring sB the
that had accumulated
its*!*, hi- this

number one. This d where the
person comes in, he sits down,
he talks. We try to point out to
him that there is a way to relate
to people, to exist without using
any kinds of drugs or chemicals.
Hopefully, if he is willing to
commit himself to our program,
because, and I say that because
this is a self-help program, we
can
give him rules and
guidelines. But, it boils down to
- he is the person tfer‘ has to
say that “ I’m iirea oi using

CURRENT STATUS OF MARIHUANA
STATEMENT FROM THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL
HEALTH ON THE CURRENT STATUS OF MARIHUANA
Although cannabis (marihuana) has been used for thousands of inevitable fo r the user, to drift into the use o f other dangerous drugs
yean, the systematic study of this drug began only 3 years ago. or other "hard narcotics ?”
Therefore, an authoritative and complete report on the marihuana
It it not unusual for the marihuana smoker to nee hashish, the
question is not scientifically appropriate now. We have been more potent form of marihuana, which b made from the Testa of tbs
gathering a body of basic information, but until our ongoing and hemp plant. In studies which have been done to attem pt an*answer
p l i a e d - i e m t q s t k i l s are completed an authoritative report on to this question, a third to a half o f allriirOtriC marihuana users will
sS so ^sf
Uekm wm m mm mas Sham ip e n o m t w il tty
net sot ice, tike heroin. These b nothing in 'th e nature o f nurihasae
that ptedbpoees to heroin nee. la the World Health Organization
only after intensive scientific investigations o f many years’
We agree that a hmilar report b needed on marihuana and we approeal o f carmabb-type dependence, the following statement
anticipate one as soon as the research data permits its presentation. appears: “ Abuse of cannabis facilitates the association with social
An approximation of the time needed would be about 2 to 3 years. groups and subcultures involved with more d s e ^ r t a i drugs sue*: as
opiates or barbiturates. Transition to the use o f such drugs would be
Until then, an interim ssswer to your questions is presented.
i . Should marihuana be classified with the dangerous drugs and » consequence of iiu* association rather than an inherent effect of
cannabis.” About 85 percent o f all heroin addicts admit prior
narcotics?
Marihuana is not a narcotic and was included in that statutory marihuana smoking. Those who do progress to heroin are usually the
category incorrectly. Marihuana is a mild hallucinogen. At our most emotionally disturbed group. Most marihuana users never go
present level of knowledge it should be included in the group of on to narcotics. Alcoholic beverages had been consumed by over 90
dangerous drugs, along with other hallucinogens, stimulants, and percent o f heroin addicts prior to their experimentation with heroin.
4. Does the use o f marihuana cause any organic damage to the
brain, or does it have any toxic effect upon the body ?
We do not know. In some countries of the Middle East and Near
East, where cannabis preparations have been a part of the culture, it
is believed that chronic use of the stronger preparations, such as
hashish, is associated with psychosis and brain damage in some
people. It is difficult to evaluate these statements because of the lack
of psychiatric sophistication of the observers. The experience in this
country is insufficient to draw conclusions about long-term effects.
Studies to validate or repudiate these statements ere needed and are
being pursued.
Marihuana in sufficient dotage will intoxicate during the period
of activity. This is manifested by impaired judgment and
psycho-motor performance, time and space distortions, drowsiness
and some loss of customary controls. We have no evidence that
single doses produce prolonged effects except in extremely rsre
instances.
5. Does the use o f marihuana affect the user's intellectual
ability?
This question can only be answered in relation to the dosage.
Here the analogy with alcohol is appropriate. Small amounts may
produce little disturbance of the intellect; large amounts definitely
*■

hi asm opened a
two-room office
Street as a p3ot procram to see
if there was a drug problem in
Grand Rapids. Abo, at this time
Dr. Corster and Dr. Maternowdu
zrzr* mainly working with the
hardcore addicts,
fellows that were
But when Dick was hired and
the office was opened, they felt
they should possibly try to
expand M and include sfl drug
abuse and substance abuse and
this b like with the kids that use
glue, paint thinner, toul, these
types of things. Now, it was
started in a 3-month pilot
program, but Fountain Street
C hw ca wound up backing the
program for about eight months
until we began getting money
from the cities, began to get
money from the organizations.
And one of the organizations
th a t step p ed is «*m gave ■» a u q

boost was the Kiwanis Club. The
one that purses the bill for the
office now, th at’s at 722
Eastern. Right now we’re in the
pro ceil of trying to inform the
public as to the drag problems
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6. Does the use o f marihuana a ffect the user’s ability to operate
mechanical contrivances such as an automobile?
We do not know. However, driving while under the influence of
intoxicant ia hazardous. This needs further intensive study
7. Does the psychology o f the i
u> the use o f other

tne user have a relationship

assy abo tiy sLcho! asd ether
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RELIGION CONQUERS DRUG ABUSE
by John McNaughton
C ' To wAff exten t ere you in what we can do to combat
confect with the drug problem?
drugs. Some of the talks that
A: Well, in all honesty, we’ll we’ve had, that I’ve had with
have to aay that we’re not, to a some o f the kids 'H t were using
real extent, not tertibly involved dntgs have be^a interesting.
in the whole drug problem. These kids have come from
Ws’rs very c o sc rrsH and we're upper middle
or middle
giving
some
real
serious class homes. Generally kids who
consideration to becoming more have had pretty much whatever
and more involved. Of course, they wanted, in terms of
you know we sponsored the material things. The obvious
premeire of the film, T h e Cross thing that comes out all the time
and the Switchblade,” and at the is the fact that the thing they
showing of the film some 15,000 wanted most, that is, the love
pamphlets written by Pat Boone and time and attention of their
were given out. Now these parents, is the thing they Jidn’t
pamphlets
do
not
re»er really get. Some of these kids
specifically to the use or abuse talk about having tried the
of drugs, but have a powerful religion bit and it “ flunked out.’’
message of one's relationship to As a result o f that, they went to
Jesus Christ. As a result of this drugs. One specific person that
pamphlet, we’ve had several we had some contact with talked
telephone calls and several about having some psychiatric
letters, some of them indicating treatment, even having spent
time
in
a mental
a willingness to become involved some
in a Bible correspondence course institution, wanted reassurance
but on the other hand, several from Pat Boone, in writing, that
others from young people God really loved him, that he
involved with drugs. And I really loved God, and God
personally have had contact with would also love this person, if
some of these people who have this person didn’t get this
called in and talked to them reassurance, he felt that there
personally about drugs. We was only one thing left and that
aren’t terribly involved. I’m was to go back on drugs again. 1
repeating myself, but we are guess what I’m trying to say is
becoming more and more that as we see kids involved in
involved. Robert Plackard who is drugs, «c find this as some kind
the President of the Christian of escape mechanism. We find
Reformed Laymen’s League has this as something to which kids
beer, in contact with DAvid turn when there doesn’t seem to
Wilkerson, as 1 have been in be any other place to turn to.
contact with Nicky Cruz. These Their parents or their Church, or
men have been heavily involved maybe something or somebody
in drug abuse again and again, else has kind of flunked out. I
nothing has been crystalized guess I'm rambling a little bit,
except that there has been a lot let’s just stop from there.
o f dialogue between David
Q: D o
you
visualize
Wilkerson and us and between instituting a drug abuse program
Nicky Cruz and us in terms of o f any sort to deal w ith the
problem?

LETTS XNE&OBIS LAWS

by Larry Gulian
Judge Letts,
of
the
could
be
facilitated
by
Seventeenth Judicial Circuit dispatching criminals in a
Court in Grand Rapids, has been manner appropriate to their
in contact
with narcotics record and to their crime.
offender? since
1950. He
“Som e judges believe first
believes society ha» been too offenders should not go to ja il
slow in addressing itself to the
We need more theraputic places.
causes o f drug abuse. “ D rop One thing we judges could do have been in the ghetto for years i f the public would help us - is
- we should have dealt with it the establishm ent o f half-way
then. All our efforts are directed houses. So many people have
towards trying to effect a cure nowhere to go once they appear
rather than a prevention. Courts, in the courtroom. ”
as they usually function today,
The judge places blame for
are merely a symptomatic drug abuse on
both
his
treatment.’’
generation and on youth. He
The “ treatm ent” is usually sees d ro p , in par!, as ” . . . a
jai! where therapy is neclible. form
o f rebellion
against
“Jail is not the only answer. One authority.” Laws and authority
o f our biggest problems is to are a prerequisite for a society.
make the public iciliic that On the other hand, “ Oider
rehabilitation is more important people are too slow to ch an p .
than detention. I have to give a We must change."
n un twenty yean for sale. There
Ju d g e
L e tts
believes
is not much I can do as long as marijuana is a forerunner of
present laws are on the books.’* heroin. Once a person starts
Judge L etts would like the using pot he is exposed to the
m inim um sentence done away drug underworld.
with. Me feels rehabilitation

K IN E T ir a f t FILMS 1
TAKE-ONE STUDENT FILMS
Program Two* Nov. 13 A 14
700 A 9£0 pm.
192 LHH
|L 0 0

Sponsored by CASC of UCO

A: Yes, one of the things we
aw toying with is, well, you may
or may not know the Christian
Reform Laymen’s League has
done several “ radio marathons.”
These radio marathons that we
have done throughout the
country have been primarily
fund-raising. We’ve raised funds
for this Project Thank-You thing
in which we send gifts to
Vietnam and we're doing a radio
marathon for sending Bibles to
Mexico. But we’re thinking
about the possibility of doing
another kind of radio marathon
- one not necessarily to raise
money; in fact, that would be
something that we don't even
talk about. But sort of a drug
information
radio marathon
working very closely with people
from Teen Challenge which is
David Wilkerson’s and Nicky
Cruz, who is in charge of Youth
Outreach.
The
input,
the
information for this program
would come by and large from
these people who have tapes
from kids and adults who have
been on drugs and testimonies
on how to find a way out of the
problem; the thing would be
spiritually
oriented.
I say
spiritually
rather
than
religiously. Religion often times
i mp l i e s
some
kind
of
Establishment kind of thing and
this would not be the emphasis.
But there would be a very
definite emphasis on spiritual, in
terms
of
one's
personal
relationship to the person of
Jesus Christ. This is one o f the
things we've toyed with doing in
terms o f getting out some
information on drugs. And we
think that people like Nicky
Cruz, former gangland leader in

New York, and David Wilkerson,
who has done much with drugs,
are real good resource people in
giving some kind of information.
Q: How did you become
educated to the problem o f drug
i __ •r
anuxar
A: I guess in all honesty, we
don’t know an awful lot about
drugs. 1 personally, have talked
to some of the nurses at Project
Rehab. The President of the
Laymen's League has spent
considerable time talking to
David
Wilkerson,
another
authority on drugs. This is
primarily where we got our
information in terms of people
you can nail down and talk
about. I think there’s a general
kind of thing th at’s going on just simply drug information.
For example, you watch TV and
you can’t help but become
aware of the drug problem; you
read the newspaper and this is
the general emphasis you find
today on drugs. For example,
our Church, the Christian
Reformed Church, has become
somewhat aware of it through
the Youth Ministry — this has
personally helped me. I have a
teen-age daughter who often
times taiks about drugs. Simply
because of the real danger that
exists because the possibility of
her becoming involved in this
kind of thing, 1 have deliberately
tried to find out something
about it; but it’s kind of hard to
say just exactly where we got
our information. It’s been such a
general thing apart from the
thing that we’ve done with these
people that are in the “Cross and
the Switchblade.” It should be
no surprise that we are aware of
the drug problem, and it’s
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certainly no credit to us that
even now a drug problem exists
It's probably just being alert to
the things that are hann?mr .
For example, when you talk to
Ray Van Tuinen of the Grand
i\«un*« • vruw

vaiivill, IJhC

of ihe feiiows heard him speak,
and he made the claim that in
East Christian High School, for
example, maybe 40% of the kids
had experimented at least once
with drugs. I’ve talked to some
o f the kids at East Christian, and
some o f them tell me that the
percentage is even higher inan
that. Now, I realize that I’m
talking about one of our own
Christian Schools, and when
some o f the kids tell me that the
drug problem exists, then I get
kind o f scared. I’m not saying
that all these kids are potential
drug abusers, but these are kids
who have been just playing
around with it for a bit. My own
daughter attends Unity Christian
High School and she tells me
that a couple of kids were just
sort o f standing out in the
parking lot smoking a couple
o f ... I
guess
you
cal!
them . . . joints. And that’s the
kind of thing, if you’ve got any
brains at «4l, that will just shake
you up a little bit. I don’t know
if you wan! to use East Christian
High or my daughter - I guess
I’U let you do that if you want
to. I don’t know about the
wisdom of doing that kind of
thing.

Mnthorn, friday, noutmb trS , 1970

CHRISTIAN HIGH NOT
Mr. G rider. Principal
Celvin Christian High School
Q: To what extent art you in
coniarii wtih the drug aoust
problem ?
A: Well, the literature that
we have in our office. Also, we
have two counselors who are
familiar with the problem. They
have tried to expose themselves
as much
as
poaiMe
to
information
concerning
the
problem. One of our counselors
attended t workshop on drugs
this past summer. The other one
m« ■itcfiucu ai ieasi one session
at Project Rehab. In that way we
are
trying
to
familiarize
ourselves with the problem as
much as we can. I myself,
personally, cannot say that I’m
that close to it because I have
felt that the two counselors we
have with us here are the
genticmen
to
handle
the
problem at this point. The're the
ones, really, that have been
dealing with it, although we have
shared
our
feelings,
our
opinions, because we, although
we haven't had a problem at this
point, we’re trying to anticipate
what we ought to do in terms of
program or in terms of
piocetiurc, if we are confronted
with a problem.
Q: The
programs
and
procedures you speak of, do you
hare any idea along what lines
they ’ll be?
A: No. We, of course, in the
past have tried to feed to our
student
body
information
concerning the problem through
individual classes and large
assemblies. There seems to be at
the time a tremendous amount
of information
going out.
Whether they are accepting it for
what it’s worth is one question
■maw
w i a i w , ,TT‘
suppose, but at this time we do
not have a definite program in
terms of drug information. We
don’t
have
any
outlined
procedure that we would follow.
Suppose we have a student or
students who we know are
experimenting with drugs, or are
using drugs. As of the point we
are right now, we’re discussing
what we’d do. For example, one
concern about it is this: If we
are suspicious of a student in
terms of the possibility of his
using drugs, what is our
icspoiiiibiiity as far as parents
are concerned? Do we have a
responsibility to bring the

by Jehu
parents in and share with them
our suspicions? Do we have a
responsibility
to the
Law
Enforcement Agencies? ! think
we’re very clear in our own
minds that if we are able to
identify a definite pusher of
drugs we feel we have a
responsibility
to
law
enforcement agencies. Be* we’re
not all convinced that we do
with someone we are j u s t . . . or
even that we know is using
drugs. We want to resolve this
one. But I think of a type of
school that we have here, which
we like to refer to as a
parental-controlled school, not a
parochial school; not that it’s
run by the Church, but that it’s
e parental school. We have a
close working relationship with
the parents, and, consequently,
we have to have the parent
involved in some of these things.
This is the thing we’re dealing
wi t h
right
now:
What
responsibility do we have if we
are suspicious, as far as the
parents are concerned, in our
dealing
with
a particular
student?
weii, i want to say this, too.
A school like we have here, this
is a suburban school, that is, it is
made up of students who are
coming out of primarily middle
class homes, with a few who are
coming from upper income
homes, but the majority are
coming out of middle-income
homes, suburban, where there’s
a strong, in most of them,
spiritual tone, and I think that
thi s
is
something
that
emphasizes the school here, the
stu d en t’s relationship to God,
hif relationship to Christ. his
com m itm ent to Christ, w n id i
must be tired out In life, which I
think brings a strong moral tone
to a school, a moral sense o f
responsibility to not only how
one tires his life, but how one
uses his body, because he
believes i t ’s a temple o f the Holy
Spirit - it belongs to God. I
think these are things that are
im portant in understanding why
a school like this does not have
as serious a problem as. perhaps,
a neighboring public school /
think this is a real factor.
At this point, we’re not naive
enough to think that there are
no students in this school who
have experimented, let’s say

with marijuana or one of the pep
pills, or one of the other drugs
that are current. We have no one
identifiable case. We do feel,
however, that there are students
who could have been possibly
experimenting and there are
right now. But it’s not a problem
that is a real identifiable one
here. So we can’t say we don't
have a problem, neither can we
say that it's such that it’s
something that we're alarmed at
or that we're visibly aware of it’s just not here. And then I
think you have the question,
“ Well, why?’’ Well you could say
that these kids are just sheltered,
but I’m convinced that any kid
can just walk out anytime he
wanted to, that he could go out
and get it. I think all of us would
agree with that. Well then, what
is it that’s holding him from
doing it? Some of them are, of
course. I’m not saying that there
aren't any, we would think that
there would be. but I think that
there is this spiritual factor that
is the key to it, to understanding
i t Let’s face it, this is a
suburban, white middle class
school where drug use is very
common, that is, in that type of
schr>ol, and yet we don’t have a
problem at this point.
Maybe we're blind - I do n ’t
think so. / d o n ’t think were
blind. But then the question is
why not? Why do n ’t you have a
problem? A nd I believe the thing
I was talking about a few
m inutes ago is a real factor.
This is one of the reasons
why - and I think you should
put this on the tape, too —why
we’re very concerned about tbs,
fact that wfi .wAftt .mm. P p atf*
parochial schools to continue to
exist. Because we do believe we
have a philosophy o f education,
a philosophy of life that has to
come out in our teaching and in
the program that we offer.
I think the whole question of
drug use, in any school, is a
difficult one to answer. I have
two daughters myself in Grand
Rapids Christian High School,
and they have a lot of problems;
I shouldn’t say problems, I
should say suspicions, there, but
no hard evidence. And then you
have to be very careful as to
what kind of judgment or
conclusion you make about any
school or a given student body.

dium&tewB

This is true c f many public
schools too. Just how extensive
is it? I believe it’s there and I
believe it's a real problem at
some schools. There's just no
question about it. Yoc just have
to be a little careful about the
conclusions you come to.

LUL

system might be part of the
problem and that teachers
should be better educated to
deal with the problem as
objectively as possible.
In Sergeant’s opinion the law
is unjust in rr.sr.y respects. He
felt that the police department
has too much to do already and
that the burden should be put
elsewhere. Viewing law as a very
redious process, he would like to
see time taken to contract an
organization to deai with drags.
He fell that more programs
such as Project Rehab would be
more in order. He showed
concern about the fact that the
drug problem has a large
influence on society but only a
small portion o f the population
are involved,

EAST GRAND RAPIDS HIGH
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
G E O R G E SERGEANT
Mr. Sergeant stated that the
drug problems were probably
worse at East Grand Rapids High
School than any other part o f
the city. In making this
statem ent he also said that it was
very difficult to estimate the
extent od drug abuse.
Mr. Sergeant has attended INTERVIEW WITH G.R. VICE
so-called drug seminars in an SQVAD POLICEMAN
attempt to educate himself on
The Grand Rapids police vice
the specifics of drugs. Drug
squad
consists of thirteen men.
seminars are also available to
four
are
assigned to narcotics.
teachers at East.
One
of
the
four is officer Powell,
As assistant principal, Mr.
who
believes
*’Education is of
Sergeant views his role, in
prime
importance
in reducing
relation to the drug crises, as
drag
abuse.’’
Members
of the
educating
and
informing
vice
squad
visit
nigh
schools
and
teachers in the way the drug
junior
highs
to
discuss
drags.
problem should be dealt with.
He also stated that he does not When possible, an ex-user
them.
Officer
have the power to suspend accompanies
Powell feds that society must
students.
In reply to a question i f treat the causes of drug abuse
students receive any education and some of this burden falls
on drugs, he said that a general upon those who “ have been
education is brought to nearly down the road.’’
Treating
the
symptoms
every student. This student
enforcement
of
receives this education through th ro u g h
narcotics
laws
b
the
principal
courses such os sociology, health
role of the narcotics division.
and JiioJogy^ He feels that “O
ur main o b je c t* * * to cu t o ff
secondary lave) student* should
the
source - this leaves e lot o f
be educated before they have
users
strung o u t ” As things are
children. He w ould elso like to
now,
“The user b going to have
see this type o f education begin
to
try
and straighten him sdf
at an earlier age.
out.”
Mr. Sergeant felt that there
Is the vice squad effective in
was not a distinct difference
reducing
drug abuse in Grand
between types of drugs, for
Rapids?
“A
fter a bust, the done
exam pk heroin and chemicals,
traffic
is
eery
tight. People who
chemicals and marijuana. He
are
doing
drugs
stay uptight for
felt, however, that there was a
about
two
months.
They are
distinction in terms of dealing
afraid
the
inform
ant
was
aware
with the problem. As an
o
f
their
activities.
During
the
example he cited the fact that a
three
or
four
months
it
takes
to
junkie is much more obvious
set-up
another
bust
the
drug
than a marijuana smoker.
He sees as the basic reason for traffic has increased again. ”
Narcotics arrests, especially
“children’’ turning to drugs is
for
sale oif heroin, are up in
the influence of their peer
Grand
Rapids. This year, five or
group. He felt that the school
six people iil the Caty have been
sent to prison for a minimum of
twenty years for selling heroin.
There have been a total of one
hundred seventy-one narcotics
arrests this year. Thirty-eight for
heroin
(mostly
sale)
the
remainder are split between sale
and/or possession of marijuana
and sale and/or possean on of
LSD and other hallucinogens.
First offenders arrested for use
of marijuana tend to receive
sixty to ninety days and
probation.
A great deal o f investigatory
foot-work is done by polio:
informants. “An inform ant is
sent oat who fits into the same
type os those we ere watching.
He gets known, attem pts to
make purchases, builds up cases,
acts as witness, and often helps
obtain warrants.” An inform ant
w ill
s ta rt
by
with couoon
acquaintances with users
attem pts to work his way up to
the person who brings narcotics
in is the sets.
Officer Powell said there is
very Uuic syndication
of
Heroin, on the other
b almost entirely aa
of
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POOR HEALTH
HIGH
AN INTERVIEW WITH G.R. HEALTH DEPT.
ROBERT BLETT

by J o t Louis
Q : P e r s o n a l l y , I was
wondering about your personal
view concerning drug w la the
Grand Rapids area,
A: From my view point and
what l*ve had to do with the
drug problem, it appears to me
that there has been an increase
in high school level students
rather than college level, as many
people believe. It's going down
in the age group and for a lot of
reasons. There are lota of
frustrations and one of the
simple answers is that this is one
of the easy ways of copping o u t
To use some kind of a substance
io make life more beautiful, thus
making your senses less sharp,
shall we say. Technically, the
same people who would become
alcoholics becoine hung up on
d ro p , in that this is a way to
cop out too.
Q: How do you envision the
responsibility of the health
center in dealing with the drag
problem?
A: Well, it’s kind of late after
a person has got the habit to try
to change him. This in the panic
or crisis sort of thing and all you
can do is counsel them. I try to
relate that drugs or any other
chemical are usually toxic to
your body and system Moat
drugs will start by affecting the
front part of your brain where
y su r judgment is. This makes
your thinking wither. When
you’re drank or on any other
thing, you think you’re doing
better. If you’re telling jokes
you think the jokes funnier, if
you’re driving you think you’re
a better driver. If you’re loving
yarn drink you’re a better lover,
You see, people think alcohol,
for instance, is a stimulant
because they think they do
better with it. But you see, it’s
not stimulating you, it’s just
dulling your judgment so you
think you’re doing beitei. Thi« is
really the story for all these
things.
People ge all uptight about
heroin or barbituates, when
actu ally people use what's
available. If we got rid of afl
these substances and people s tll
wanted to escape they could get
things like rhubarb leaver, tulip
bulbs, castor beans. You can get
a high off all these things,
because they're toxic to your
body. I’ve known kids whoVe
taken LS.D. who wanted a
different high so they put it on
ra y nine, and they get a different
h igh, because they get a
different kind o f toxicity. So
from a physiological standpoint,
you’re not increasing your senses
or your creative ability or
anything else. You're affecting
your judgment and you think
you’re doing better.
Q: Does the health center
explain ahouMthTdrag problem,
to h i|b school and college level
students? If so has the
to see thing
:’s point of view?
A: Well, our basic program in
the area of drags is in the area o f
health education. Which its first
charge in the area o f public
health is the detection and
prevention of disc sees and the
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n o f the
Part of prevention
■■radiation of
but also education. So
s itu a tio n s , w ith chare.
PTA’s
of i
out so they can Mac?
than But as n group, tancham do
a role

in this thing. So we find
ourselves fighting grass fires.
Wh e r e w e a r e i nvited,
( i n c i d e n t l y , we don’t go
anywhere we’re not invited) we
gry to get the message to
teachers so tin y can relate. But
as I say it’s really an uphill fight
Q- Du you find die avenge
adult dealing with kids who use
drags or who they suspect n a y
thypr s B i a ?
A: In v e n e re a l disease
control for example, we have to
know die co n tact In order to
know the contact we have to
gain your confidence, you have
to trust us enough to know
we’re not going to embarrass
you. We’re not going to turn you
in. We’re just concerned with
health. We can’t judge whether
you’re good or bad. Or whether
you’re a o isf to heaven or helL
That’s not our thing. So we are
objective. And people who have
contact with us soon learn this.
It’s been said by some that kids
don’t trust us because we’re part
of the establishment. Well I
challenge this remark. I’ve
worked many months on our
V.D. center and we see Juds 10
o r u p , w h o m ay have
reservations when they come in,
but when they leave they trust
us.
Here’s where the hing-up
comes. If you’re highly religious
and uptight about alcohol, you
cannot talk objectively about i t
You’re going to be putting down
alcohol. When ! talk about
alcohol, 1 talk about the spin of
prospects; first; malnutrition,
which leads to lowering your
resistance to infections and
things like that. 1 don’t say
you’re bad because you drink.
However I do point out that you
night have this x factor which
would make yon a dependent
type person on drugs or alcohaL
So once you start you may not
stop. Statistically, maybe one
out o f fitees people have this
factor. So by and large the
recreatioaal
use, the
experimental use is no real great
danger except if you drive on
some things Bke this. We just try

a middle-class background as
well as a lower-chm background.
A: When you start working
with rehabilitation and so forth
y o u ’re fighting a fire not
preventing it. It’s our opinion as
well as the opinion of the
American School of Health
Association that instead of
fragmenting and having crisis
programs, whether it’s in V.D.,
drugs, or alcohol, if we taught
health education starting at the
kindergarten level, for example,
if we teach them that nine out
o f te n kids are poisoned
accidently. And that they have a
responsibility to their little
brothers and sisters. Since most
of these kinds are poisoned on
aspirin. So if we tell them to go
and start asking mother to put.
tiuitgi up on the shelf and
C O uunuc io tell them about
health all the way up through
school, by rite time they reach
5th grade they’re not going to
drop some pill somebody gives
them, because they know it has
the potential to kill them.
We don’t try to scare them.
■We simply teach them about
themselves. And this is good
prevention. But no one is really
doing it to any great extent. You
get a lot of people (I don’t wnat
to
em barrass
anyone
organization) who come up with
drug education programs. And
when you look ai them, the
lawyer and thy cops are going to
stress the legal aspect. And they
will all teQ you about the nuts
and bolts of drugs, telling what
this drug does and what that
drug does. And if you look at
what their blowing, they’re
trying to teach to either be a
cop,
a lawyer, or a
pharmacologist. They fail to
tench you about you. We don't
buy this package. Our thing is
Q: Do yun find it easy nr
to deal with the law
hi
Wed, I think they are very
They’re doing
their thing. They don’t write th
is to enforce
i cross

about this

my tU ag isn’t the
o f law, I

sick. By putting them in jail for
20 years, aU we’re doing is
costing taxpayers at least $2,000
a year to keep them there. And
they’re going to come out 20
years older and a lot madder
than when they went in there
and they’re still going to be sick
people. This is what’s wrong
with your normal rehabilitation
program like at Lexington. They
withdraw you. They get you off.
But when they turn you loose,
you go back to your old friend,
to your old habits, to your old
problems. So you go back to
your old way. So it really isn’t
Lexington’s fau lt They can only
help maybe 8% of the people
in the long ran. They figure 92%
of them go back o a It’s not
their fa u lt The program should
be oa the c o a s s is ity level Like
most o your New York street
centers. Addict Rehab, centers,
Day to p Village in New York,
there’s a whole list o f them.
These people are working with
people
in t h e i r o w n
neighborhoods. And they’re
showing them how to cope with
problems instead of copping o u t
A nd of course they’re so
doggone many problems. I think
vocational guidance is one of the
areas you need. Many people get
through college and they don’t
know what they want to be,
they don’t have direction. -1
don’t know—one am ple thing is
that a lot o f our systems are not
p e o p le o rie n ta te d , they’re
system orientated. And I think
we got to get more concerned
with people and maybe they
won’t get so uptight that they
got to escape with something.
Q: Does the d ty o f Grand
at
A: We don't have any official
program in dnip. We have an
•fcchoi rehab, dim e here. We
used to have in patient traiafcm
and facilities IS y ean ego. But
health is one or

has tc fight for them. We feel a
little neglected that we don't get
some of this money. Because we
have know how. And of course
oe thing that has been very
effective, not only in drugs but
fo r alcohol, is having the
recovered patient whether he’s
drag or alcoholic, help counsel
him cause he can relate to the
person. By the same token cause
y o u ’re a recovered junkie
doesn't
g i v e y o u the
physiological or psychological
facts, so you can play a very
important role as a reformed
junkie. But if you think you can
solve the whole thing you still
got a psychological problem.
You think you’re the only one,
so on and so forth. This is one of
the problems we run into is that
people sometimes when we try
to help the organization, they
think we’re trying to get us some
of the action off of them or
s o m e t h i n g . They all have
different roles to play.
Q: A lot of major cities have
art up drug hotlines and at
present our school, GVSC, is
trying to devise a hotline for
pregnaucies and V.D. and a
hotline also for people who are
using d ro p and finding it hard
to handle the situation or
thinking about d ro p and want
to talk to someone. Does the
city of Grand Rapids have a
program lice that?
A: We don’t have any official
programs. We have here, for
example, a line on alcoholism
from 5 in the evening till 8 in
the morning. All we do is take
incoming calls, then we can call
them back. The Night Ministry
and someone else hss s crisis
intervention. There are two or
three different names. So there
are facilities in the community.
These are very good because one
of the best theraputic things
there is, is listening. Even if you
don’t know anything, if you
listen and tav uh-huh, mis hss
theraputic value. So, personally,
I would encourage anyone that
is interested in people to have a
hotline or crias intervention
thing. This hss been very
successful with suicides. People
think no one gives a damn, you
know, why go on? And if you
can get them to talk to someone
maybe (interruption by phone)
- one thing that gets kids
uptight is this double standard
thing. The governor says in his
normal three p re s releases and
TV program, he isn’t against
Rockies, against illegal uae of
drugs - and this Goose Lake
thing, big hassle. This is a press
release pu t out by the state
police director and this was in
the Cedar S prinp paper. The
press didn’t cany this, but he
didn’t my he had s breakdown
in law, he had everything under
control. So what’s the governor’s
objective - is he soaking for
publicity o r is he Interested is
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LANTHORN
Polemics
DELAYED RESPONSE

101
Wed, dearhearts, you will be happy to know that
freedom o f speech has been restored. In th e referendum,
we have chosen to continue adowing th e m ilitary to com e
into our m idst to recruit. Why have w e done this? Wed, it
seem* there is a libertarian issue at hand. The Armed
Foveas must be adowad to speak, they m utt be adowad to
ted us the war is good. If w e don't s lo w this, our freedom
will be eroded because, after ad, d on 't students have a
constitutional right to tadc to anyone th ey choose? Wed,
let's look at th is e mom ent.
To speak o f freedom in America is ridiculous. Ask the
Seattle 8 , or DAvid Hilliard about f reedom o f speech ,
America is at war, w e have allow ed th e army to murder
over one m illion people in Vietnam . These people were
dared because they wanted the freedom to chose a
socialist form o f governm ent end stop their raw m aterials
from being drained o ff by U.S.

and M .l.T. and Berk eley in the murder o f 5 0 0 ,0 9 0
Indonesian comm unists. We are deluding ourselves if w e
think the university to be an arena o f im partiality,
O pposition to the Vietnam war is a political a c t The
presence o f recruiters on campus is a political a c t From
this it w ould seem reasonable that using our power as
students wa can express our political opposition to a
political war by excluding agents o f the government from
our campus.
I would take e further step in the same direction, sm
should also exclude le preaent anvai o f com panies making
profit directly from th e war. The university in Amerikkka
is a political arena, it is not a bastion o f f reedom nor is it
an any way objective in its approach. The sooner we
diigw d erroneous assum ptions concerning our presence at
a university, the sooner w e wid be able to act together in a

To the Editor of The L anihom
Dear Sir:
I wish to register a
p r o t e s t a g a in s t T h e
L a n th o rn for publishing
s ta te m e n ts w hich are
insulting and contemptuous
toward members of the
GVSC community. I am
re fe rrin g to an article
entitled “ Polemics 101**
which appeared in the latest
issue (S ep t 25, 1970), and
w h ic h c o n ta in e d th e
fo llo w in g words: “ The
administration is headed by
the Board of Control and
their laclcys (sic]. These
la ck y s [sic]....** Then
there followed the names of
.j:—

l-

I am not
against the publication of
the ideas in the article
(although 1 disagree with
some of them), nor against
the misspelling. My protest
ttim y a i M i w

n .w s p w n a f
murdered by a nation oonceivad in genocide (the Indians)
and dedicated to the pursuit o f profit. We are tokt that the
paid agents o f those who have com m itted th is and
countless other atrocities m ust have tn e freedom m
indoctrinate us. Had th e Vietnamese people voted in our
referendum, l*m sure that th e outcom e would have been
uiTTBronx. freedom or ipeecn cannot ne a vauo argument
w w n fi m v o iro ifw nrcuroer ot ccuRuCis m nocem poopM.
The
universityj wcw
in rAmerica
not
o fi freedom
w »■ •
M i t v i n M i »is
• ■
• w v aan
n t sisland
ew w w s w
rv tm is tw ii
whsrs free inquiry takes piece, n k f«dim «r, srsst o f the
political and econom ic establishm ent. Students are
brainwashed into mindless conform ity, scholarship is an
orgy o f apology for Racism, Caphaiiwn, and Imperia&m,
is th e prooaw whereby m ore efficien t
o f murder,
and political
ts are planned. As a testim onial o f this, w itnew
the ka ohem s e t o f Michigan State University in

war - if this is not th e case, may God (let's assume he
exists far e m om ent) have mercy on our souls,
hi acting on this issue, w e must n ot have delusions
w f i« w w . Gn m a r , our power looks
substantial; in reality, it only exists to the point whore we
are not a threat. V ise President Vanderbush has described
tne referendum as oetng an sow sory reiefenoum . inss
fneans m n wvm n u oon is obciob is not 10 s s c c fisfu sn ns
e policy
decision.
is only
by
w
gsw w w y w
^ w s i P t w M ^ •Policy
w v n r w gw
w sriy
w w administrators
v m w iw s w w w e iB a M e
end edm inistrators don't give anything but tokens unlew
pressured. The referendum was d efeated by eighty votes
and only a small m inority o f students voted. Those w ho
have aspirations for the developing o f th e political
awareness o f Grand Valley must m eet and a c t Perhaps this
is the wrong issue, bu t it is the only w e have a t this tim e,
All Power to the People,

0f
insulting
and
contemptuous expressions
toward specific individuals.
No
individual in this
c o m m u n ity should be
subjected to such insults.
When tiie most elementary
ru le s o f courtesy and
c iv iliz e d discourse ere
ignored in an academic
society, then a considerable
step is taken toward the
b r u ta liz a tio n o f th a t
society, by which the entire
community
to suffcsr.
1 wish to urge the scitcr to
insist, in the future, that
some minimal standards of
courtesy be observed in the
pages of m e L a n ih o m .
A. V. Martin
Prof. o f M athematics

CONSCIOUS
CONSERVATIVES
PAUL D. WISNIEWSKI
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
you arc. wherever you are. w hy d o you d o it?
Why do you m ust on en d in g our mail to our mommies
and daddies when ere live at fo o d obi C.VS.C. When me
you Wired for two addie sses - one being our

The first am
CHTionv arug nrocwm jd t o
conclusion m at m ay b e a m e d - ■ — ■■y
sttiJ do n o t know bow to dew with the problem
other canduBQn if Chat Chore c a fh t to be

Projest Rehab.
Rehab m a poin t in tact that dm g s tx m should be
c m social and pmmbrlnmcal f.vo i rather than a criminal
level. Retaining a person m jab only adds to the problem . I t reap
alleviate U s infill—1» on societ y to r a period a t tim e; bid what
happens to tbe person and sdtat happens to society when be is
released. Why has this person turned to drags and bow can we help
daould be m e question. A statem ent should not be made - this
person is a druggie, throw him in jab so be doesn't "threaten"
society. B y doing this, we are com pletely avoiding the protdam .
Today m illions o f people are turning to drop, why? A n *
year old k id overdoses on heroin and dies. Kids is junior and i
highs are eating LSD. People walk through their lives completely
opiated. Why? People are killing themselves on drugs. People are not
relating to themselves because o f drugs■ People am destroying
themselves because o f dru p . People are hurting n o t o rd y:
but i
Should we*
They m ight remove the dealer o r j.
m ight stop tbe individual from doing dope fo r a while, but what will
be do when he gets out? The problem anil still be there. Tbe cause
that led the p erson to dope will still be there. So what can we do?
On a surface level we s u n t start an effective program a f
education m high school. N ot a team program, h ut an honest,
effective program. We m ust also aBevia
people urn in reacting to drugs. Only
tggaowii A n b o rm t approach is tba only approach that a parson
will listen to.
We m ust start m om p ro p a n e such aa Propel R abat. A ll people
convicted on a drug law m ould attend a progmm su ck ,
l a canbaal peotdem, th ey am a i

Aboee all, we must approach drugs individually and with
Mmadt Cady you can make tbe deration. Friends can say so much,
but cody you can make tbe realisation Ham you earn thought why
you um drup? Have you ever tb o u jtt tahat you am anooaoplbdaiag
through drup’ Yes, caatma drugs can be used in good ways. But
By
byr

it elands to reason w hile me are Aveng a t school our mail
shot id be sent to our school (local) address. This, however,
is n ot the case. Many important notices are being sent
to be seen again. We find ou t about things a
u hsjg sans. a n d many important things 90
It seems to us that since our t o o l address is
known, things like pec-registration notices, etc.. Should be
sent to us and n ot to our parents. We see nothing
unreasonable in our request. Therefore, let it be known
that whoever you are and wherever you are. you Should

ry, Student A c e t i c had several events set up
for Halloween, one o f which was a Greased Pig Congest.
Upon hearing that a pig was to be greased, and chased, a
group o f students h o w ed up hoping to see a naked
policem an. To their horror, the pig, it seem s (ah. the Rub),
w ss the four legged kind. Upon seeing th is a com m ittee
was form ed to stop this inhumane act. This group was
successful in pressuring the student government into
halting the contest. These sam e people, n o doubt,
occasionally indulge in pork, or some other pig product.
Little do they know, or do they, that up until last year,
hogs (or pigs) were slauptasrari simply by having their
throats d t and left to Meed to death. Now. under the law.
the pigs have to be stunned by electricity first, but even
that is not fool-proof. The con test was to be conducted by
m vary humane person, w ho would have made sure that the
pig w ould n ot have been abused. We wonder if these same
people would be so upset over cruelty to the police and
defend them » strongly as they defend the Jowty pig.
tr~ ~
K \

— TT------
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re a c tia g

to
rsb b publicity. “K i
i t ’s ex citing and euphoric." They
mo met hem about the other tide
o f drug mbmte amd do mot realize
the dangers inherent im drug
abate. It is the #ob o f the police
to redact drag am debihty amd
the responsibility o f those who
hare experienced or are aware o f
the pitfalls o f drag abase to
communicate them to the kids
in high school amd junior, high.
contoured from

6

o f the
there was a lot of
I themselves. One
; things ia their
o f the <
minds was the kindness of
people to people. People bump
___ ____ ether, “Fxcute n e ."
or “ Pardon me." and things So.
well, what about this nudity. He
said, “wen if you're looking for
it. you can find it." There were
people going skinny-dgiptng. and
th m * like that, but people do
that in a lot of places. And sure
t h e r e were people maybe
abusing d iu p and what-not. but
again, people go to football
ga mes a n d abuse diugs.
Alcohol's the first one they
abuse. You're supposed to have
a license to dnnk liquor on the
premises. University of Michigan
doesn't have a license for alcohol
consumption, but nobody says a
thing about this. This is the old
double standard.
Q: Something that's very
disturbing to me is the failure of
this city o f Grand Rapids to see
that it needs a better drag
i n t r o d u c t i o n program . A
to people

Co

c a ssc *
infections. The body ia s to
work- Her body
her body wasn't healthy
to f « * L l t was too big a job Joe
p e o p le

n North Africa and
the Middle East in part, were sa>
4,000 yean ago. these cultures
added to man’s knowledge and
so forth. But m the last. say. 400
years, life has been using a rale
so people have been using
ashish.
and
iterances that kiada dull
life and makes life a little mote
beautiful. If yon look at them as
a culture, however, they haven’t
nude any contributions since
they got this hangup. A w if
you look at the individual,
whether he’s a pot-head or a
juice-freak, he’s talking abou*. if
he’s a writer, the great American
novel he’s going to write
someday. Or if he’s a musician.

shoaldn
This is o ar story.
trying to teE you what makes
your body go and not gp.
Q: Yonmentom ad before me
s ta r te d th is in tervirw the
increase o f ****** te m u doses
of d ra * . Could you e b b u ra te o .
that?
A: WeR, you see many o f our
statistics are so incomplete that
they're not very meaningful. We
have one statistic we fe d is
meaningful. O f course, in health,
to avoid, we compare something
10 years ago to today by
num bers and it’s not too
meaningful t s i s a you had a
H u n p in the number o f people.
Population increases or decrease.
So we relate the incident o f a
certain thing to per 1GG.CG0
p e o p le . . . w e’re comparing
applies to applies, not applies

of the things of the
ihfng You don’t
have quality control or
control. If yoo p «
medication, y e a may
the problem instead of b d p « t
it. Now. health centers like •
Hmght-Astmry in San Francnco
and other areas - down m
Jackson w h en
fellows worked part-tone in the
general tenpital dunng the
Goose Lake thing and the people
■3“
who are knowledgeable in
« . itty m o n iM
down . A a lm

before they’re

A: Wefl, w
ia. Stitt, to have a
you need people and facilities.
So. that old ugly word MONEY
Himes m aO the time. And we
don’t get any o f the
-ido is with our
I so forth. In the drag
area. I grant you. a
fibs by itself is not education^,
but it can be part of an
teuld on it m a base. And we
probably have one of the bert
the
The

that when you become a chronic
abuser, most o f these th in *
become talk and not very much
So this is the only firm
have to say.
We point out that pot. like
alcohol, is not really the thing
itself that hurts your body but
the spin-off problem is
you become a chronic
Eating becomes unimportant to
you. That amass you have
o f course.
effects on various
o f your body sad yeas
legerity; plus there’s one other
factor that me call a
, or your mat
SO

die intentional use o f drugs back
in 1960 in Kent County, the
case rate per 100,000 was 30.60
people shewed up at one o f our
hospitals from an over-dose. An
intentional over-dose usually
indicates that they're kind of
toed of this old world. Every
Soothe rate now m ^ lS w T v m
100.1. This is a hard piece of
that there are mote and
people that are maybe
getting tighter and t i t t e r about
hie and finally say to heck with
it aS. Take the easy way. We try
to tell people that one thing me
for usee, that me’re all
to die. so why rash it. You
i*t have to rush it.

O'-

A: This u
I know
p e o p le w ith

o f it.

t e * S * f 10 M p • <kc
*- No not really. There
neoove
are aware that
problem, bu t they
relate to i t A lot off these
p u t o f the problem,
do th in * to
Lit* P » c n « u

po,

o. ^

jpyH to *i*vl o f neglected
d ifljre o as ch id rcn o f tb e poor.
but now we find that we have a

ra n -

tg .'X Z X X S l'Z Z
people who aren
with
i t can’t do much good. I know a
17-year-oid kid that has
drug abuse knowledge than
about 9 9 9 o f the doctors. He’s
learned this through trial and
error. He has a concern for
people, and it’s kind o f hard to
get doctors to listen to a
17-year-old kid, you knew. What
does he know?

body.

And yoo only
and I say take
Q: Do
aay d u aa ia I

^

diudreu. I think
#BiprtfBg ^ „„m ber

of young people we see from
so-called affluent families that
have serious drug problems. And
.
.
a superficial analyus wfll show
that the parent-enuu relationship
on very shaky grounds. The
child wonders if the parent
really loves him. For example, I
can think o f an East Grand
Rapids girl that has been on
heroin for three years and had
tw o illegitimate pregnancies.
When you get her down to
where you can talk, you know,
what’s your problem - she says
d a d cares more about his
crab-grass. You see, your front
lawn is one o f the first th in *
that you want to hare nice so
your neighbors will think you’re
nice. And so there are many
other th in * we - the parent will
tell us, “ well d o n 't do this,'' not
because it’s going to hurt you or
maybe it’s wrong, but because
t h e y say, “ what will the
neighbors think.*’ So the kids
say, “ Well, this is a kind of
smother love.’’ Kids say, “ Do
they really love me or do they
want me to be good so that I
won't embarrass them.” and
th in * like that.
So parents are often part of
the problem. We get teachers
that maybe the kid confides in
and the teacher blows the
whistle on him. We have 55
nurses that bring me intelligence
on many th in * . I heard about
one o f the northern sch o d r of
the county where there were
state police and he was telling
about they should have a
one-term drag course. I’m sure
he has a valid position that
should be known. But I question
h is ability from a health
viewpoint, which is o f course my
teas. You realty can t have drag
education without talking about

that is. But these young people,
they don’t get
by the same token, have never
they’re afraid someom
minted us in to talk about
to Mow the whistle t
pre-planning o r the
them and. o f
v ie w p o in t. A te a c h e r is
people m our V.D.
ikin to a
about the contacts who had
i he has a
hepatitis or this o r Chat. We c m
o r should have. He
only treat V.D. m m . w i w t
participate in the Fcanktin-Ha* should have the confidence of
the student. If he violates this
chase. We have three
•V Mowing the
d
_
So

fV trm

•>
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A B O R T IO N REFORM SERV ICE
t h e a b o r t io n p r o c e d u r e

We thought it would give you much relief to know more about
the abortion procedure. We use the vacuum-aspiration method, and
bus me...od, and this method is the most advanced and really very
simple, safe and painless.
First, the doctor's assistant will take the patient to the doctor's
office. The t.ctual abortion itself takes only about ten minutes to
perform.
The doctor's assistant will soend the first five to ten minutes in
the office informally talking with the patient. Then the assistant will
review the completed q u e stio n n a ire to determine the probable
length of the pregnancy and any medical precautions that need be
taken. Next, the assistant will explain the entire procedure
step-by-step to the patient. This understanding will remove any fears
or doubts the patient has about the procedure, because she will see
exactly how simple, safe and painless the vacuum-aspiration method
of abortion really is. While waiting for the doctor, the patient and
the assistant will continue conversing. The assistant has been
carefully trained to be sure to handle this conversation so the patient
leaves here in excellent psychological condition.
Then the doctor will review her case and explain what he will do.
He will examine her to be sure of the length of her pregnancy. She
will then be given a local anesthetic. When the doctor performs the
abortion, the only discomfort the patient may experience is about
one m in u te of menstrual cramps, but d u ? to our methods, over
one-half of all our patients experience no discomfort whatsoever.
Most patients can walk right out after the abortion, though some
may feel a little dizzy or drunk due to the anesthetic shot. A few
patients feel a little tired after the abortion —especially if they have
travelled far to get here or if they heve not been sleeping well for the
last night or two due to worry. These sleepy patients we put in the
recovery room for ten to thirty minutes afterwards. If your friend or
relative goes to the recovery room we'll bring you there to sit and
talk with her.
In any case, we will return her to you smiling, healthy, and much
relieved, though slightly tired. She prcbably will be hungry and
thirsty and will want to go tn eat immediately.

You can help by carefully reading her "Instructions'* shsot during
the first few hours afterwards, and. by feeding her. While waiting in
our lounge, please make yourself at home. Please do not hesitate to
give us suggestions that you think will improve our services.
Thank you. ARS (215) 878-5800 anytime.
ARS
3900 Ford Koad
Phila.. Pa. 19131

VOLVO. I960. If you
Volvo's com* and get this one, it
needs you —458-9343.

Boned? Jaded? Need a little
variety? Try the "Kentucky
Tickler*’ (in four universal sizes).
Send $2.98 plus 50 cents to
co v er
handl i ng
(varnished

VALIANT. 1965.
$575.454-7821, after 5 p.m.

Jefferson. Kentucky.

CAMARO. 1968. All power. 327
V S . New set of radial tires.
32,000 miles. Cad 456-8348.

BLACK LIGHT. 16
with fixture. Only $5.00. C£ll
456-5193. after 5 p jn .

FORD, !9S4. “ Vanette,” New
brakes, clutch and tires. S-trccV
ta p e
d e ck .
Yellow, with
complete carpeting. Will trade
for small car or se« for $950.
Can Jim a t 459-5583.
SUZUKI 89.
C-B 454-2642.

STEREO. Portable in
ccrHition.
Contact Keith 895-6544.

good

FORD LX. 1968. 390 C.I.D.
36,000 miles. Will sell tor
$1,400. CaH Jim 363-1146.

STUDENT BOW LING SPECIAL
4 6 e PER GAME
(U ntil 6 :0 0 P M J

GRAND VALLEY LANES

G. V .S.C .-R A P,
Rational
Approach to Population - will
hold its next meeting on
Tuesday. November 10 at 12 00
noon in Sctdman's Conference
room RAP will he s itin g up
iinic-'ahles for its actio croups,
political.
trith .
'-.on
repeal, telephone reffr...
nJ
campus action, dealing .. ith
development of health service
facilities to distribute birth
control.
At this meeting HAP will also
present a speaker. Dr. Meade
Burohctte. the director of
Planned
P aren th o o d
in
Kalamazoo.
RAP needs students* help or.
campus if it is to succeed with
its goals and the student wishes
on this campus.
Get involved? Join RAP!?
Tuesday, November 10. 12:00
noon. Seideman Conference
Room, or contact Nancy Rice.
458-3554.

Dear Sirs:
At Temple U. we have begun an abortion referral service for the
college community.
Due to the liberality of abortion laws of various slates, few
people realize the proper procedures in obtaining an easily accessable
and inexpensive pregnancy termination.
Even though liberalized abortion reform bills are being passed,
certain criteria must be met. depending upon the state In New
York, where abortions are legal upon the will of the mother, they
can be performed on an outpatient basis safely up to the 12th week
of preganancy from $200 —$350.
After 12 weeks hospitalization is required and the cost lumps
from $ 7 0 0 -$ 1 ,0 0 0 .
The time element involved is of the utmost importance.
Confirmation of the possible pregnancy is the tint immediate step to
insure that the pregnancy termination can be done within 12 weeks
if necessai y.
ARS started as an aid to Temple U. only, but our services have
been demanded by many social services in the Pa. area. We are trying
our best to help everyone, however, we still remain non-profit and
must operate on donations.
In only a few weeks time we have been flooded by requests for
help by colleges around the country. We are now associated with the
finest clinics in New York city.
Our office is now organized by volunteers and is staffed day and
night. If we can be of help call 1-215-878-5800. for personal
consultation.
Sincerely yours,
Alan Richards; ARS
continued from pegs 3

[Have a
I -galaxy

LANTHORN WANT AO BORED
FOR SALE

R.A.P.

9. D ots marihuana heve. es many heve maintained, an impact on
WiMsiC CrTHiirii/*

Marihuana may bring fantasies of enhanced creativity, but they
are too often illusory. The feeling of creativity is common under the
influence of marihuana, but the results do not confirm i t If the
WANTED
person loses his drive, his ability to create may be diminished by
marihuana.
BABYSITTER. Monday and
10. Are thete any criminogenic effects that may result from the
Wednesday from 8:30-11:30. use o f marihuana?
CaM 363-5242.
RRJE.WHIWM9— 1
ARbor. Two girls, on Nov. 6. committed by a person while under the influence o f marihuana. Any
drug which loosens self-control may be contributory to commiamon
Call ext. 45G
of criminal acts.
11. A rt the answers to the shore questions affected by the
BULLDOZER AND SOMEONE
TO BULLDOZE. Willing to pay. potency o f marihuana and by the conversion o f marihuana to
CaH Dorthy 5384882.
hashish?
Yes. Some marihuana is practically inactive, and it take; 2 strong
PART-TIME
H E L P . im agination to notice an effect. Other varieties o f marihuana are
mu n u Ay * W ednesday.
Carl
necessary. CaM Don Freeman, potent enough to "stone” a person after a single puff of a cigarette.
It is predictable that complications from marihuana increase as
538-9326.
stronger forms, such as hashish, are used. The great variation in
MISSING. One blue shoe of the potency has been one reason why divergent reports or. marihuana
fashion tennis. CaH Gloria are in the world literatureHVe are now able to assay marihuana for
the content of its active ingredient, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). We
895-4366.
gIsU

inter

music

- a
" mim-coocert” featuring the
M lf imwif o f “Tb* Pri"<*«* and
the Frogg” end "Elan and
Brown** well be presented at
Grand Valley State College,
Friday, November 6, 8 p.m. in
the Grand Traverse Room, Lake
Mk-higxw Hall. Admission at the
door vffl be $1.
Out o f the Detroit area, "The
Princes end the Frogg” consists
a l l e n d a l e

o f Jim Phillips,
David Levine, cello,
guitar, clarinet, and violin,
Oiwic ^ a y iffwv, wgcs2*c.
Levine has played with such top
as Tom Jones and Johnny
i w dl as with the
C lev elan d
and
D e tro it
Symphony
with the
appeared at such
the Bittercnd m New
York, and the Raven in D etroit

I a mipnly mwnefiuHJOfS with p**f0 THC frtf thpif

experiments. As a result of these advances we expect that in the next
1 year* research results will be available which can be incorporated
into a more definitive report on marihuana.

rUStT0WNE AND
COUNTRY
STEREO

44 tk & KAZOO
PHONE 455—4630
Fine
Stereo
Equipment

•v

r

h n tfto m . frid a y . n o w n A g r $ t 1 9 7 0
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th ey 're selfish By using drugs at

conditions. Now if he needs a
job, we try to find him one; he
m ay
need
a change of
environment. Right now, we’re
not in a position to change that.
Eut hopCiMiiy Milybe within the
next year or so, we can get a
resident type of program for
those people who .iced to be
taken out of their environment
right then and mere, we can't do
that. Right now, however, the
person is in his environment,
which we feel is good in a way
because he's not going to be
living in a false environment for
the rest of his life. He’s got to
live out there. If we can build
enough will power, we feel the
person can go out there and
walk around drugs when he has
built up a certain amount of will
power. This is one of our
arguments
against prison,
because s person in prison is put
into a false environment to a
certain degree. Ten to one he
won’t be in prison for the rest of
his life. He’ll have to come right
out into the same situations, the
same problems that caused him
to go in there in the first place.
And he’s put in the hospital; he’s
not going to be in the hospital
for the rest of his life, he’s going
to have to come right back out
again to the same environment.
But hopefully, as time goes on.

n

least they feel they are relating
to someone. We try to point out
in our groups that even though
they might be in a crowd using
drugs, when it comes right down
to it, they’re not relating.
They’re still selfish in a way
because when a person uses
drugs, even though me may be in
a crowd, this is his thing. He’s
not snaring himself with ether
people. You can’t really relate
like you would like to relate.
A lot of kids are using drugs
saying that they’re searching for
different things. They’re using
dr ugs
because
they
have
problems. But, when they do use
drugs, they find out that drugs
don’t solve any of their
problems and in fact, it might to
a certain degree, make more
problems for them. They find
out that they must adopt a
certain form of life because the
average drug user *s scared. And
by this, I imagine he’s scared
because drugs are illegal and he
must at least adopt certain
mannerisms to get around the
police. He’s continually looking
over his shoulder because he
doesn’t know when the police
are going to tap him on the
shoulder or bust him, or
something like this. So, he
becomes scared.
LANTHORN: WeU, wh&t do

of whiskey. And I imagine that
tt would DC tnc Mine iking with
pot smokers. He would want to
have his place where he could gc
and smoke. He would want to
have maybe a small smoke
during his lunch period. During
hts coffee break he would like to
dash out and get him a smoke,
too. So, I feel even though, to a
certain degree, in a joking sense,
these things have to be taken
into consideration when you’re
talking about legalizing dn**v

before. They can knock them they can knock their generation
a t being wild . . . as the radicals,
and the militants and so forth
and so on - but I believe for the
first time, people are relating.
For the first time we are
beginning to use people like
myself that have used drugs. I’ve
used drugs for maybe 25 years
and I never thought I'd be sitting
behind a desk talking to
somebody about my dm« abuse.
In fact, at one time the only

“ . . . when he walks through that door, we try
to look at him as a person and love him."

And I say drugs because I person that I could relate to. and
imagine when marijuana ever is I say this with all honesty, was a
legalized, the people that are drug user. If the person wasn’t
using other drugs would want using drugs, I couldn’t relate to
them legalized too. You know, if him.
For the first time 1 am seeing
you’re going to take the pressure
across
the country, because I
off people that unoke pot, why
know
quite
a few guys that have
not take the pressure off way up
used
drugs
with
me and they’ve
the line. In some cases people
have even asked for heroin to be stopped using drugs. They’re
legalized because by getting a beginning to talk to their
drug through the drug store, it brothers and sisters and tell
would be much cheaper than them that drugs arc not the way.
For the first time you’re
going out in the street.
You must get at these beginning to see people that
symptoms because drugs are have used drugs feeling like
only a symptom of other somebody. We are trying to
problems. Everyone to a certain knock out this concept of the
degree goes through stress and dope fiend and the drug user
strain; everyone has depression; stereotype. They seem to put
everyone to a certain degree has the drug user in a certain bag.
problems, but everybody doesn’t Where when you look at it, ya,
they’re using drugs and trying to
turn to drugs.
When I go out and talk, one get around some of their
. . there is a way to relate to people . . . w ithout using
of the main things that I usually problems; they’re still people.
drugs or chem icals."
ask for is asking kids, have they We’re trying to get the public to
you think should be done legally used drugs. And if they haven’t see they’re people and recognize
this person will become active,
with drugs?
whatever that may mean, to try
used drugs, with drugs all around the drug user to a certain degree,
REHAB: Legally with drugs? them, I usually want to know like
they
recognize
the
to change his own environment.
I made a speech last night and the reason why they haven’t alcoholics as people with
We know that we have to
someone brought that point up; tried them. 1 was talking to a problems. Just don’t put a label
eventually start a community of
our own. We are part of the that maybe if drugs were legal, it
young girl last night and I was or a bag on him and let him go
community and yet we are still would take a lot o f the
trying to determine why she and disband him or hide him
separate from the community. connotation away from this drug used drugs. What were some of away into hospitals and prisons.
W hei^you^are a drug user, this or done fiend stereotype. But I the problems that caused her to So I believe this concept is
is
toaaaB. A.md
until you prove yourself to a Just bjManAin* dn«p legal. AUo^ worried about dating; they're
hopefully,
by
the
next
certain decree.
I pointed out that drugs have w o r r i e d
generation the kids won’t have
about
their
LANTHORN: What effects been used for hundreds o f environment; they’re worried
to use drugs to get this point
do you think you’ve had on the thousands of years and th e n ’s about things like the war, and in Across.
community so far?
no society that I can recall that some cases, we feel that kids are 9 LANTHORN: What do you
- - uisu^, has ever made drugs legal.
REHAB Vfwll
“ Ca, *-iwi --uiic
using drugs to treat their own think the future of Rehab is?
• i least I believe we have
I pointed out to the kids if self. We feel that instead of And if there’s anything else you
established that Grand Rapids drugs were legalised, certain being able to express this «STlt io a d d does hare a drug problem. For a controls, certain stipulations violence outwardly, a lot of
while quite a few people wanted would be put on it. And I these kids are turning these
to sweep this problem under the imagine that one o f the drugs back in on themselves and
rug until they began to read in stipulations would be that no are hurting themselves by doing
their papers about ten, fifteen or one under 2 i years of age could
so. For example, you can see
twenty people being busted for use them. Same stipulations that
kids using drugs in some cases
selling drugs. Young kids are put on alcohol and cigarettes
almost like to say, spite their
freaking out in the schools. and this type of thing. So this
parents. They can’t sit down and
There are young kids freaking would still make the juvenile or relate to their parents in the
out at their parties. So, I thin, the young person have to secure normal way. So they call
we have established that there is his drugs in illegal channels. I attention to themselves by using
a drug problem here.
can’t see them legalize say drugs. Because at least the
Also, we have established that marijuana, and open another parents will pay attention to
if we are given the chance, this Pandora’s box on. themselves. iaiCau, Sit uOWn With *uCm and
can work. And I believe the They know that cigarettes, and try to talk with them. Talk out
people are coming around to alcohol cause quite a few their problems, you know. Why
»«•* point o f ViCw*.
piv/uivnia. gMVJ? MMI JVC i; iiuw are you taking drugs and doing
LANTHORN: What do you where they couldn’t see it back this to me? The parents are
think is the psychology behind
in the days when they were saying this. The kids are
drug
use.
T he
possible legalized. With alcohol, which is screaming for help and the
sociological causes for the wide our first social drug; marijuana’s parents don’t know what they're
amount of drugs being used?
our second social drug, but with talking about. I’ve given you
REHAB: We feel that in using alcohol each and every year everything - why do this to me?
drugs, there are three major between SO and 60 thousand A nd
th e y ’ve given them
factors. The average young people are killed in automobile e v e r y t h i n g
but love and
or the avenge person I accidents. Untold numbers of attention and just the feeling of
m y, is probably curious man-hours are lost each week being human. A lot of kid* m
what drugs will do to him. became of drinking. Quite a few going out and using drugs just to
We find this is one of the major crimes are alcohol-related, and 1 be with people, just to touch
factors.
believe that if they did legalize people, and to relate with
We find that the availability marijuana, they’d have to take people. We sec all of this when
o f drugs today is probably much them different situations into we get up and talk about the
it was maybe tea, focus became some o f the same reasons why a kid uses drugs.
ago. And aim , as i kinds o f things could happen Rather involved, you know.
stated before, there’s a certain with it. After it was legalized, 1
LANTHORN: Well, d o you
■flaMwai Of peer piv—l i e with imagine that they would think we will have solved the
the kids to
to open certain problem in the next generation?
We know, to a
a person could Do you think poswbty the
ia a
to the taverns. experience o f the kids today,
I iaaagme, the Pot pads you know, that type of that the following generation
►
m has been conditioned
We have along with will learn? That wcT be able to
th e se s a piR,
places where you have teach them?
o f aedicatios that y o s cfffktaa bess. Psepfc. ss a
by the
■ taka erne o f a l Os.
We find that a lot o f the kais,
n a o k lo —
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REHAB:
I think
that
probably in the future of Rehab,
I see it as growing bigger.
Because right now we’re more or
less in a transition period and it
can only grow bigger in order to
help and try to solve their
problems. And if we do solve
their problems, that means I
eventually work myself out of a
job, which I hope to do.
We
do
know
in an
organization like ours that we’re
only skimming the surface of
people
t hat
have finally
admitted they have a problem
and have come in. We’re finally
establishing ourselves in a drug
community where people know
they can come in and get help
and won't get locked up. We
established a point where people
know, no matter v-hat they have
done, they can come in and feel
comfortable.
We have what they call well, there’s three kinds of love
that people usually show to
people. There’s the if love, and
the because of love, and the in
spite of love. The if love is that 1
will love you if your hair is not
iou iong. i will love you if you
don’t go barefooted. I will love
you if you have pretty teeth and
so forth and so on. But we know
that a lot of times these if things
intersperse themselves between
what we call our love, and then
the person is no longer loved.
And the because of love.
Because you’re pretty I will love
you. What happens when the
person
becomes ugly? Or
becuase you have a Mustang. 1
love you. Or because this person
has a lot of money, 1 love him.
What happens if he loves his
money?
Now, at Project Rebab we try
to love the person in spite of. In
spite of his being a drug user. In
o f tu> b M f o n e o f th e

dirtiest, lowest people out there
in the street because of his drug
use. We love him in spite of his
being a liar. And whatever he has
done in spite of this, when he
walks through that door we try
to look at him as a person and
love him.
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A rt.
Tuesday, Nov. 10,
the E t o w n a s wifi m eet with
the girts in the Robtoeon House
7:90 p.m. while Wednesday
the same time, guys o f
the
Nov. 11 at 12:30 p.m., a
concert will be held in the
Commons and their final concert
is scheduled for Thursday
evening at 7:30 in th e G T room.
Guest also plans to ta ft in tbe TJ
Commons, Lake Huron Hall, at
12:30 Thursday
The
piuioaopuy
offline
Guest’s program is to create an
awareness and excitement in the
individual that Jesus Christ is for
real. He believes that a Jesus
Christ revolution is th e only
s o lu tio n
to
our
side
society. . . won’t you join?
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We have been told that
D u ck ee
Market plans to
purchase a bunding where
m u sic ia n s,
p h o to g ra p h e rs ,
artists, actors, writers and film
makers, can gather together,
their wearies and talents,
schange ideas and feelings,
it wifi be open a l winter always
a c tiv e
wi t h a form of
entertainment, flavored with a
“come to see-come to do” kind
of interaction.
For information on Duckee
Market activities, listen to
WXTG FjwSS.7, Monday thru
Saturday from . 10 a.m. to 2
p m ., which is a progressive rock
show. . . or you can go down
and te& with the good people at
tbe Pkintod Caravan. They
should know more about it, if
you’re interested in something
like this.
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l* v m u s ic
what Is important to young
people. Today to ea rner. Couch
Berry mag about riding around
la a car and getting laid, wtifle
the Bantlae ring about the lock
_______ _in __
o__f spirituality
the________
W aum
world. The teenager of the fSlise
(be*a in hfc middle or late
twenties now) reacted to the
drab American way o f life by
“hanging out” until he got
married and had to get a job and
m ule down. Hh rebsHtec against
parental authority and hk
•reentance o f rock'n'roll was a
temporary way o f coping with
the inevitability o f having to
iced a dull, 9 to 5 existence. The
youthful rebellion o f the static*
as iMidfntfrri in rock and is
other outlets (TIC is another
onaifestation) Is a march for
more acceptable ways o f HvIng
Loan the ones America has to
offer.
Mmhall McLuhan is an

Stooges) have a place in the
g N d n m o f rock music.
Whereas rock'n’roll music was
primarily
an
outcry
of

«t

lo o k in g

the Am
{m ateria
p iH -h m
uncoaacta
eocM o
caanot
b*
%'irisas
understood by atarita who are
riraight-|achH»d by the linear,
purely functional, thinking ©f
the Weet, and o f “rimpier” tiaam
in history. The music is unially
electric and loud, paring on the
« s * o f thorn who do not partake
in its experience. Rock nsuric
reflects young people m they
think of tbemsehrea, of America,
and on another teed, K can be
looked at from the penpective
of
how
the technological
revolution has affected them
(us) and everyone. To further
push
the
idee
o f rock
r ep rin tin g the culture of today
would be to point out that, like
the American way o f life in
general, the vast majority o f

“business’' o f rock music is
corrupt and has influenced the
(in my estimation) deaths o f
Brian Jones, Hendrix and Joplin.
If it is “our” music then we

for
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